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Designed to complement any aesthetic, Two-Thirds is a team player, 

seamlessly fitting into a variety of applications wherever or however 

needed. Expressive yet sophisticated, the collection of poufs, benches,  

and tables offers flexibility and choice for everchanging space needs. 

From the lobby to overflow seating in the conference room to kick-back 

collaboration areas, Two-Thirds easily arranges and rearranges 

with just a simple push, pull, or nudge.

Stand Out
or Fit In
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A new look for nooks. The efficient

footprint makes Two-Thirds perfect 

for underutilized spaces.

In a pinch, poufs are ready and

waiting as additional seating in 

spaces prone to overflow.
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Two-sided seating gives users a

place to work alone or together and

a choice in posture.

Simple shapes provide order

within the space, while expressive

design creates personality.
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Pull up a seat for quick desk-side

meetings or group collaboration,

then simply store away.

Mix-and-match size, shape, and

color to fit your style, preference,

and group activities.
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Flexible and movable, bold or subtle, Two-Thirds solves everyday needs in unexpected ways.  

Working in a variety of applications that easily adapt as needs change, the Two-Thirds collection is perfect 

for concentration, perching, lounging, or kicking up your feet. The poufs, benches, and tables are designed 

to work together, both visually and functionally. Single- or dual-upholstery options allow for a variety of 

looks, providing the opportunity for pops of color or texture and the ability to make a bold statement.

Your Company’s Culture on Display
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Two-Thirds designed by Joey Ruiter

Position Two-Thirds throughout the environment and let users 

decide where and how they want to sit.
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Calm the Chaos
Two-Thirds is as visually balanced as it is easily adaptable.  

These lightweight poufs, benches, and tables give your team the 

ability to mix, match, and move the pieces into configurations that 

work for their unique needs. The perfect solution for highly utilized 

multi-use spaces, the block poufs and rectangle tables relate to one 

another so that they can be combined to create harmony and order 

no matter how they move throughout the day.
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Although the colors reproduced in this 
brochure were matched with care, they 
may vary from the actual finish. When color 
is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Go to allsteeloffice.com/configurator to customize  
this product for your space.
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Two-Thirds

*Available with handle.

Poufs

Round Wobble* 
18½"

Pebble* 
17" x 22"

Pebble* 
18" x 20"

Pebble* 
21" x 28"

Round* 
18½"

Benches

Tables

Table Laminate Finishes

Designer 
White

NeoWalnut Portico TeakLoft

Table Stratawood & Natural Veneer Finishes

Natural Dark 
Rift Cut Oak

Kingswood 
Walnut

Solar BlackTextured Salt

Bench & Table Base Colors

Davenport 
Cream

Pouf Handle Leather Colors

Davenport 
Camel

Davenport 
Black

Rectangle 
21" x 42"

Round  
39"

Block* 
14" x 21"

Block* 
21" x 21"

Block 
21" x 28"

Block 
14" x 42"

Block 
21" x 42"

Rectangle 
21" x 42"

Round Side 
20"

Rectangle Side 
14" x 21"

Square  
42" x 42"

Round 
39"

Square 
42" x 42"

Natural Clear 
Maple

Natural Light 
Walnut

Natural  
Florence 
Walnut

Additional laminate and veneer finishes for tables and a wide selection of seating upholsteries for poufs and benches are available online at allsteeloffice.com.

Stratawood 
Light Cherry


